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Abstract. We have carried out a multi-wavelength study of the gas content in the different
interstellar phases of the nearby Cetus, Taurus, Perseus, and California clouds. The gas
tracers include H and CO line data together with γ-ray observations with the Fermi Large
Area Telescope (LAT) and observations of the thermal dust emission with Planck and IRAS.
We have used them in order to (i) probe the gas tracers and cosmic-ray densities over a large
range of hydrogen column densities and dust temperatures; (ii) map the dark neutral medium
at the atomic-molecular interface; (iii) measure the CO-to-H2 conversion factor, XCO; and
(iv) follow the evolution of the dust properties per gas nucleon as the gas becomes denser.
The results show a uniform penetration of the cosmic rays to the dense CO-bright filaments,
significant variations in grain opacity across the clouds as the gas densifies, XCO values that
tend to decrease from diffuse to compact clouds, and large quantities of dark neutral gas
with a mass equivalent to that of the CO-bright phase.

1. Introduction

The study of the gas properties in the inter-
stellar medium (ISM) of our Galaxy is based
on a limited set of multi-wavelength tracers.
Few of them, such as the 21 cm line emis-
sion of hydrogen (Kalberla et al. 2005, 2010;
Peek et al. 2011) and the 2.6 mm line emis-
sion of 12CO as a proxy for the molecular gas
(Dame et al. 2001; Dame & Thaddeus 2004;
Planck Collaboration 2014b), have been ex-
tensively observed across the sky. The large
dust grains mixed with the gas are observ-
able via their thermal emission in the sub-
mm to infrared domains (Planck Collaboration
2014a). The interaction of high-energy cos-
mic rays (CRs) with nucleons of the inter-
stellar gas provides a tracer of all chemical
and thermodynamical forms of the gas to large

depths into the clouds (Lebrun et al. 1982).
These tracers are frequently used to quantify
the gas column-densities even though our un-
derstanding of their limitations is still partial.
Confronting them allows us to probe biases
and to search for missing gas in the census.

In the continuity of the recent multi-tracer
analysis of the Chamaeleon complex (Planck
and Fermi Collaborations 2014), our goal is
to test the dust and γ-ray tracing of the total
gas against a linear combination of the emis-
sion line intensities recorded in H and CO,
plus the gas in the dark neutral medium (DNM)
which escapes the radio surveys at the atomic-
molecular interface because it combines opti-
cally thick H and CO-dark or CO-faint molec-
ular gas (van Dishoeck & Black 1988; Grenier
et al. 2005). The Taurus region offers clouds
with larger molecular mass and star-formation
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activity than the Chamaeleon region. In ad-
dition to the well-known Taurus molecular
clouds (Ungerechts & Thaddeus 1987), the
analysis region includes a nearby, diffuse and
low-mass cloud which we name Cetus, as
well as the active Perseus cloud, and the mas-
sive molecular complex associated with the
California nebula. The analysed region spans
a few hundred parsecs in the local ISM (see
below).

In the following, we briefly present the data
(Sect. 2) and the models built to describe the
dust and γ-ray emissions (Sect. 3). We then dis-
cuss the results on the γ-ray spectrum (Sect. 4),
on the XCO factor (Sect. 5), on the different gas
phases (Sect. 6), and on dust evolution (Sect.
7), before concluding.

2. Data

2.1. Gas data

The northern sky is not yet fully covered
by high-resolution 21-cm line emission sur-
veys, so for this analysis we have used a
combination of the GALFA-HI (Peek et al.
2011) and the LAB (Kalberla et al. 2005)
surveys. GALFA data-cubes were recovered
from purcell.ssl.berkeley.edu and re-sampled
into a 0.◦125-spaced Cartesian grid. We used
the narrow-band cubes with their original ve-
locity resolution of 0.18 km/s LSR.

In order to trace the molecular gas we
have used 12CO1−0 observations at 115 GHz
from the moment-masked CfA CO survey of
the Galactic plane Dame et al. (2001); Dame
& Thaddeus (2004). The data are sampled
on a 0.◦125-spaced Cartesian grid, except at
low latitudes (b < −50◦) where they have
been over-sampled from 0.◦25 to 0.◦125. We
have separated coherent entities in position
(in Galactic coordinates), velocity, and dis-
tance. The details on the kinematic separa-
tion method are given in (Planck and Fermi
Collaborations 2014). We have thus isolated
seven main structures, named Cetus, Main
Taurus, South Taurus, North Taurus, Perseus,
California, and the background Galactic disc.
They are depicted in CO in Fig. 1.

Distance estimates to the local clouds have
been compiled from the photometric mea-
surements of PanSTARRS-1 and the detec-
tion of reddening fronts toward stellar groups
(Schlafly et al. 2014). We have delimited the
clouds in our analysis region by their WCO
contour at 0.5 K km s−1 and we have se-
lected the stars intercepting each (and only
one) cloud in the list of Schlafly et al. (2014).
The average distance of the reddening fronts
to the stars toward Cetus, Main Taurus, South
Taurus, North Taurus, Perseus, and California
are 195±42 pc, 145±20 pc, 155±76 pc,
190±30 pc, 270±29 pc, and 410±24 pc, re-
spectively.

The NHI column-density and WCO inten-
sity maps of a specific component have been
constructed by integrating the velocity profile
of the lines with centroid falling in the right
velocity interval for each (l,b) direction. This
method accounts for the line spill-over from
one velocity interval (i.e. cloud) to the next
along crowded lines of sight. In order to ac-
count for the unknown H optical depth, we
have derived all the H column-density maps
for a sample of uniform spin temperatures
(150, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, and 800
K) and for the optically thin case.

As Taurus is an active star forming region,
there are significant quantities of warm ionized
gas. In order to take into account its contribu-
tion, we have used the WMAP 9-year free-free
map in the K band at 22 GHz (Bennett et al.
2013).

2.2. Dust data

In order to trace the dust column density, we
have used the dust optical depth, τ353, ob-
tained at 353 GHz by modelling the spectral
energy distributions (SED) of the large-grain
thermal emission with modified black-body
curves (Planck Collaboration 2014a). The tem-
perature, Tdust, and spectral index of the SEDs
were fitted to the Planck and IRAS data above
100 microns in each sky pixel. Hereafter, we
also refer to the dust opacity as the optical
depth per gas nucleon, τ353/NH.

https://purcell.ssl.berkeley.edu
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Fig. 1. Integrated CO intensity WCO, in square-root scale, for the Cetus, Main Taurus, South Taurus, North
Taurus, Perseus, and California clouds and the Galactic disc background.

2.3. γ-ray data

We have used the Pass 8 photon data from
Fermi-LAT, its associated instrument response
functions (IRFs, version P8v301), and the re-
lated isotropic spectrum for the extragalac-
tic and residual instrumental backgrounds. We
have calculated the IRFs, the exposure map,
the γ-ray emissivity spectrum, qLIS, of the lo-
cal interstellar gas (Casandjian 2015), and the
spectrum of the isotropic background in 14 en-
ergy bins, 0.2 dex in width and centred from
102.3 to 104.9 MeV. To ensure photon statistics
robust enough to follow details in the spatial
distributions of the different interstellar com-
ponents, we have analysed the data in broad
and independent energy bands, bounded by
102.6, 102.8, 103.2, 103.6, and 105 MeV. We have
also analysed the data in the integrated 102.6 -
105 MeV band. The low-energy threshold was
set to take advantage of the best LAT point-
spread-function (PSF) which strongly degrades
at low energy. To optimize this PSF, we have
selected all detected photons above 1.6 GeV,
but only those at lower energy that converted to
pairs in the front section of the tracker (Atwood
et al. 2009).

To first order, the dust and γ-ray emissions
should both trace the total gas column density,
NH. In order to compare them in Fig. 2, we
have convolved the dust optical depth by the
LAT response functions on the one hand, and
we have subtracted non-gaseous γ-ray sources
from the γ-ray data on the other hand. Fig. 2
shows strong similarities in the spatial distri-
bution of both tracers, but it also reveals devia-
tions in their dynamical range in several places.

3. Models

To detect gas unaccounted for in NHI and WCO,
we have used the fact that it is permeated by
both cosmic rays and dust grains. We have
therefore extracted the significant γ-ray and
dust residuals over the NHI, WCO, and NHII ex-
pectations and we have used the spatial corre-
lation between those residuals to infer the addi-
tional gas column densities. We have separated
the residuals in two types of environments: in
regions of weak or no CO intensity (WCO < 7 K
km s−1) which corresponds to the DNM at the
atomic-molecular transition; and in regions to-
ward CO intensities above this threshold to
capture additional gas where 12CO emission
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Fig. 2. Top : γ-ray count of gaseous origin in the
102.6 - 105 MeV energy band. The map was con-
structed by subtracting the point sources and an-
cillary, non-gaseous, components from the data.
Bottom : dust optical depth processed through the
LAT IRFs.

saturates and rarer isotopologues such as 13CO
or C18O should be used.

3.1. Dust model

In the case of a uniform dust-to-gas mass ra-
tio and uniform mass emission coefficient of
the grains, the dust optical depth linearly scales
with the total NH. We have therefore mod-
elled τ353(l, b) in each direction as the linear
combination of the gaseous contributions from
the different phases (H, H, DNM, and CO-
bright), with free normalisations to be fitted to
the data, as in Planck and Fermi Collaborations
(2014). We have added a free isotropic term to
account for the residual noise and the uncer-
tainty in the zero level of the dust data (Planck
Collaboration 2014a).

3.2. γ-ray model

Earlier studies have indicated that the bulk of
the Galactic CRs radiating in the energy bands
selected for this work have diffusion lengths
far exceeding typical cloud dimensions and
that they efficiently diffuse through all the gas
phases studied here. The observed γ-ray emis-
sion can thus be modelled, to first order, by a
linear combination of the same gaseous com-
ponents as in the dust model. We have as-
sumed that the gas emissivity spectrum fol-
lows the average one found in the local ISM
(qLIS), but we have left a free normalisation in
each energy band to account for possible devi-
ations. The model also includes other radiation
components such as the terrestrial limb emis-
sion, the Galactic inverse-Compton emission,
point sources, and the isotropic flux mentioned
above. In order to compare with the data, each
component has been convolved in each en-
ergy band by the LAT response functions. We
have used a binned maximum-likelihood with
Poisson statistics to fit the modelled photon
count map to the LAT data in each energy band
(see Planck and Fermi Collaborations (2014)
for further information).

4. γ-ray emissivity spectrum of the
gas

The results of the analysis indicate that the
emissivity spectra of the gas in the various
phases of the different clouds are compati-
ble with the average distribution in the local
ISM (qLIS). CR exclusion or concentration pro-
cesses are strongly energy-dependent and we
find no evidence for spectral variations in the
γ-ray emission that would betray a concentra-
tion/exclusion effect in a particular cloud or
with increasing gas density. As long as the CR
spectrum is uniform in all the gas phases, the γ-
ray map should remain a reliable tracer of the
total gas.

We find small variations in absolute CR
flux between the sampled clouds. This flux
compares well with the local ISM average
in Cetus and in the South and North Taurus
clouds, but it exceeds the local average by
16±3%, 21±2%, and 36±8% respectively in
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the California, Main Taurus, and Perseus
clouds. These variations apparently do not re-
late to the cloud altitude above the Galactic
disc, which are estimated to be 64, 38 and
92 pc, respectively. They do not relate to the
Galactocentric distance either. They are com-
patible with changes in H spin temperature
from cloud to cloud and inside clouds.

5. XCO factors

5.1. γ-ray measurements

The XCO factor is often applied to convert the
WCO intensity to the NH column density in the
molecular phase. It can be straighforwardly es-
timated in γ rays under the assumption of a uni-
form CR flux in the H and CO-bright phases
(Strong et al. 1988). In all the present clouds,
we find XCO values close to or lower than 1020

cm−2 K−1 km−1 s as in other local clouds anal-
ysed in γ rays where the values range from
about 0.6 to 1.1 in unit of 1020 cm−2 K−1 km−1

s (Abdo et al. 2010; Ackermann et al. 2012b,a;
Planck and Fermi Collaborations 2014). We
find a low factor of (0.49 ± 0.05)×1020 cm−2

K−1 km−1 s in Perseus, but it may be biased
by some degeneracy between the NHI and WCO
maps of this compact cloud, after convolution
with the LAT PSF. If we force the γ-ray emis-
sivity of the H gas to be the same as in the re-
mote California cloud, we obtain a larger XCO
value of (0.66 ± 0.04)×1020 cm−2 K−1 km−1

s, but the fit quality is significantly poorer, by
3.9σ. The low XCO value we find in γ rays at
the scale of 1–2 pc supports the low average of
0.3×1020 cm−2 K−1 km−1 s found at higher res-
olution from the dust, H, and CO study of Lee
et al. (2014).

Figure 3 compares XCO measurements
obtained in γ rays with the same method
in nearby clouds (from Planck and Fermi
Collaborations (2014) and this work). We find
that the average XCO factor in a cloud does not
depend on the H2 mass mapped in CO, but it
depends on the cloud structure, in particular
on its diffuseness. Changes in the latter are re-
flected in the average value, WCO, of the WCO
intensities over a cloud, or in the surface frac-

Fig. 3. Evolution of the XCO factor in the differ-
ent clouds as measured in γ rays in the total energy
band. The evolution is displayed with the average
CO intensity, WCO, measured in a cloud above 1 K
km s−1 (top), with the surface fraction, SFdense, of
the dense cores (see Eq. 1) (middle), and with the
H2 mass found in the CO-bright phase of the clouds
(bottom). The Chamaeleon data comes from Planck
and Fermi Collaborations (2014).

tion of dense regions with large WCO intensity
within a cloud:

SFdense =
SWCO>7 K km/s

SWCO>1 K km/s
(1)

Figure 3 shows that XCO tends to decrease from
diffuse to more compact clouds. This trend re-
mains if we use the Perseus value found when
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the ratio between the dust and
γ-ray measurements of XCO in the different clouds
as a function of the average dust optical depth, τ353,
in the cloud.

forcing the H γ-ray emissivity or if we ex-
clude the Perseus data point. The trend is con-
sistent with the expectation that XCO decreases
from the diffuse envelopes, exposed to the in-
terstellar radiation field, to the shielded cores
of the CO clouds (Sheffer et al. 2008; Liszt &
Pety 2012; Bolatto et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2014).
According to XCO calculations as a function
of visual extinction AV (Bell et al. 2006), XCO
drops by an order of magnitude with increas-
ing AV, down to a minimum at 1 . AV . 2
mag. The minimum value reaches below 1020

cm−2 K−1 km−1 s for hydrogen densities larger
than 103 cm−3 and it depends on the cloud age
and turbulence level. So, we expect the average
XCO over a cloud to vary with the relative solid
angle subtended by the diffuse and dense parts
of the clouds.

5.2. Dust measurements

The results of the dust model provide an in-
dependent measure of XCO. Figure 4 shows
that the dust-derived XCO factors are system-
atically 30% to 100% higher than the γ-ray
values. Such discrepancies had already been
noted in previous studies (Dame et al. 2001;
Grenier et al. 2005; Planck Collaboration
2011a; Bolatto et al. 2013), but on the basis
of different H and CO surveys, different cor-
relation methods, and different angular reso-
lutions. In the present study, the dust and γ-
ray models are fitted to the same NHI and WCO

maps, at the same resolution. It has been pro-
posed that the inclusion of the DNM gas in γ-
ray analyses and not in dust analyses could ex-
plain the lower XCO values obtained in γ rays
(Bolatto et al. 2013). It is argued by Planck and
Fermi Collaborations (2014) that, by construc-
tion, the inclusion of the DNM map cannot bias
the XCO estimate. Furthermore, the recent anal-
yses include the DNM in both the dust and γ-
ray fits and we have verified in this work that
the XCO factor derived in γ rays changes only
by about 10% when the DNM phase is added
or not to the fits. A change in dust emission
properties can bias the XCO factor upward. We
show in Sect. 7 evidence for departure from
linearity of the dust opacity, τ353/NH, in dense
CO regions. This rise is perceptible in Figure
4.

6. Gas phases in the clouds

Figure 5 presents the NH column-density maps
derived in the H, DNM, and CO phases. The
latter is based on the WCO maps and XCO ratios
of the individual cloud complexes. The struc-
ture in the DNM map comes from the dust data,
but it is scaled in mass with the γ-ray emission
under the assumption of a uniform CR flux be-
tween the H and DNM phases. This assump-
tion is substantiated by the uniform CR spec-
trum found in the H, DNM, and CO phases.
The DNM structures often surround the denser
CO-bright parts of the clouds. This is well il-
lustrated around the faint CO clumps of Cetus
and South Taurus. The DNM represents about
15% of the total mass in the analysed region.
It slightly exceeds the mass in the CO-bright
phase.

Dense DNM clumps reaching 1022 cm−2

have been found toward bright CO cores of
the Chamaeleon complex (Planck and Fermi
Collaborations 2014). They could plausibly re-
late to the saturation of the WCO intensities
because of the large optical thickness of the
dense molecular gas to 12CO (J = 1 → 0) line
emission. We have used the dust and γ-ray
data in regions where WCO > 7 K km s−1 in
order to map the gas column density in ex-
cess of that linearly traced by WCO. Figure 6
presents a zoom of this map on the Taurus
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Fig. 5. Hydrogen column density maps, NH, in the
H, DNM, and CO-bright phases, obtained for an
H spin temperature of 400 K. The NH map in the
DNM is based on the dust residuals over the H, H,
and CO expectations and on the average the τ353/NH
opacity measured in γ rays in this phase. The NH
map in the CO phase uses the XCO factors measured
in γ rays for each cloud.

Fig. 6. Hydrogen column density map, NH, of ad-
ditional gas obtained in the 12CO-saturated part of
the Taurus and Perseus clouds, and overlaid with the
13CO contours at 2 and 4 K km s−1 from Narayanan
et al. (2008); Ridge et al. (2006).

and Perseus clouds. At large column densities,
the detected filaments tightly follow the struc-
ture of the dense gas delineated with the in-
tegrated 13CO line intensity (Narayanan et al.
2008; Ridge et al. 2006). The quantative com-
parison and degree of correlation between the
NH map and W(13CO) intensity is being stud-
ied. The additional gas represents about 20%
of the 12CO-bright mass in the analysis region.
The spectrum of the γ-ray emission associated
with this component is consistent with that of
the other gas phases over the 0.4-100 GeV en-
ergy range. This implies a gaseous origin of the
γ-ray emission, but also that the CRs can dif-
fuse through the denser parts of the clouds, op-
tically thick to 12CO line emission.

7. Dust evolution

In order to follow changes in dust opacity,
τ353/NH, we have built two maps of the to-
tal NH column density in the region. The first
one, NH γ, takes advantage of the CR interac-
tions with gas in all chemical forms and ther-
modynamical states. The γ-ray intensity from
the ISM has been obtained from the LAT data
in the overall energy band after subtraction of
the γ-ray counts unrelated to gas in the best-fit
model. We have converted this γ-ray intensity
into NH using the emission rate found in the
local atomic gas. The second map, NH mλ, uses
the higher resolution information from the H,
CO, and dust data, and the mass scaling pro-
vided by the best-fit γ-ray model (uniform H

spin temperature, XCO factors in the clouds, av-
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erage τ353/NH in the DNM, and γ-ray emissiv-
ity in the ionized gas). We note, however, that
the opacity distribution at the smallest angular
scales is less reliable because the scaling fac-
tors used to construct NH mλ have been derived
at the scale of a whole cloud.

Fig. 7 shows the 2D histogram of the
correlation between the sighline integrals of
the dust optical depth and NH γ column den-
sity. It exhibits a departure from linearity in
dust opacity with increasing NH above a few
1021 cm−2. Opacity maps (not shown here)
indicate that τ353/NH progressively evolves
within the clouds, especially in the dense CO
filaments, but also through the more diffuse
DNM. They corroborate, thanks to the to-
tal gas tracing capability of the CRs, earlier
indications of dust evolution in the Taurus
CO filaments based on IRAS, Spitzer, Planck,
and Hershel observations (Stepnik et al. 2003;
Flagey et al. 2009; Planck Collaboration
2011b; Ysard et al. 2013).

Other molecular clouds present an opac-
ity rise in dense regions suggesting grain evo-
lution as they coagulate to form fluffy aggre-
gates and/or as they get covered by ice mantles
(Martin et al. 2012; Roy et al. 2013; Planck and
Fermi Collaborations 2014). In order to deter-
mine how these variations depend on the am-
bient ISM, Fig. 8 shows how the opacity varies
with the molecular fraction in the gas column,
fH2 , with the total NH mλ column density as
traced by the multi-wavelength data, and with
the dust colour temperature. We detect a strong
rise by a factor of three in the cold, molecular
gas enviromnent. As in the Chamaeleon clouds
(Planck and Fermi Collaborations 2014), the
increase in τ353/NH does not relate to an in-
crease in the specific power radiated by the
grains because of a local enhancement in heat-
ing rate, near young stars for instance. On the
contrary, we have measured that the specific
power decreases by a factor of up to 2 in the
shaded CO regions of all the analysed clouds.

The conditions of the cold molecular phase
are not the only possible cause for dust evolu-
tion. In the atomic gas, we obtain a mean opac-
ity in the Cetus, Taurus, and California clouds
30% to 100% larger than the average of (7.1 ±
0.6)× 10−27 cm2 H−1 measured in the high-

Fig. 7. Top: 2D histograms of the correlations be-
tween the total gas column density, NH γ, measured
with the 0.4-100 GeV interstellar γ rays, and the
dust optical depth convolved with the LAT response.
Bottom: evolution of the dust opacity in equally
spaced bins in NH γ. The error bars and shaded ar-
eas give the standard error on the mean and standard
deviation in each bin.

latitude cirruses (Planck Collaboration 2014c).
So, we confirm the observation of large opac-
ity variations within the atomic phase at col-
umn densities below 1021 cm−2. This change
within the diffuse atomic phase challenges cur-
rent dust evolution models.

8. Conclusion

We have analyzed the gas, dust and CR con-
tent of several clouds in the Taurus, Perseus,
and Cetus regions. The γ-ray emissivity of the
gas in these clouds has the same energy spec-
trum as in other clouds of the local ISM. In the
0.4–100 GeV energy band and at the precision
level of the current LAT observations, we find
no evidence of CR exclusion or CR concen-
tration in the clouds, up to the dense filaments
traced in 13CO.

The DNM represents 10% to 20% of the to-
tal mass of a given cloud in this sample. When
integrated over the whole analysis region, the
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Fig. 8. Evolution of the dust opacity as a function of the molecular fraction in the gas column (left), the
total gas column density NH mλ (middle), and the dust color temperature (right). To estimate the molecular
fraction in NH, the DNM is assumed to be 50% molecular. The error bars and shaded areas give the standard
error on the mean and standard deviation in each bin.

DNM is slightly more massive than the molec-
ular gas observed in CO. The DNM dominates
the molecular phase up to a visual extinction of
about 1 magnitude if it is more than half molec-
ular.

The dust and γ-ray data indicate that the
gas column density continues to increase when
the 12CO line intensity saturates. The struc-
ture of the additional gas follows that of
the optically-thinner 13CO line intensity. The
added gas dominates the molecular phase at AV
& 5 magnitudes.

The dust opacity at 353 GHz, τ353/NH,
appears to rise by a factor three from low
column densities in the atomic gas (about
10−26 cm2 H−1) to cold grains in molecular
gas at NH & 5 × 1021 cm−2. The amplitude
of the rise compares with the variations ob-
served in the Chamaeleon clouds (Planck and
Fermi Collaborations 2014). As the observed
specific power radiated by the grains decreases
in the cold molecular region, the changes can-
not be attributed to a larger heating rate, but
they are more likely caused by a chemical or
structural evolution of the grains. The magni-
tude of the rise severely limits the use of the
thermal emission of the big grains to trace the
total gas. The linear regime is limited to NH
< 3×1021 cm−2 in these clouds. The confirma-
tion of large opacity variations across clouds
directly impacts the gas mass estimates in-
ferred from dust emission at sub-mm and mm
wavelengths to derive star-forming efficiencies
in the Galaxy and in external galaxies. We will

further confront the gas, γ-ray, and dust data in
the nearby clouds using dust column densities
inferred from stellar reddening and absorption
data.

We provide independent measurements of
the XCO factor from the dust and γ-ray anal-
yses in six different clouds, against the same
H and CO data. As in the Chamaeleon com-
plex, we find that the dust-derived values are
systematically larger, by 30% to 100% , than
the γ-ray estimates. The difference is likely
due to dust evolution with increasing NH. The
XCO factors measured in γ rays range from
(1.05 ± 0.18)× 1020 cm−2 K−1 km−1 s in Cetus
to (0.49 ± 0.056)× 1020 cm−2 K−1 km−1 s in
Perseus. They appear to decrease with the av-
erage WCO intensity of the cloud and with the
surface fraction subtended by the bright CO
clumps inside the cloud: the more diffuse CO
clouds tend to have larger average XCO factors.
Models of the formation and photodissocia-
tion of H2 and CO molecules predict that XCO
should decrease from the diffuse envelopes of
clouds to their dense cores (e. g. Bell et al.
2006). We will further investigate if the trends
shown in Fig. 3 are consistent with theoretical
predictions.
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